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Basler Verkehrs-Betriebe are responsible 
for local public transport in the Basle area. It 
carries nearly 127 million passengers a year, 
which works out at about 348,000 people a 
day. 
www.bvb.ch
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ABOUT JEVOTRUST MANAGEMENT AG

JevoTrust Management AG located in Thalwil 
Switzerland is specialized in Workspace 
Management. The specialization covers all 
topics that are relevant in conjunction with the 
provision of a working environment for the 
end user.

VMWARE FOOTPRINT

VMware Workspace ONE 
VMware vSphere

A superior employee experience 
thanks to intuitive handling 

Private use of tablets enabled by a 
built-in security concept 

Fast, flexible access to internal 
applications and documents 

Basler Verkehrs-Betriebe 
improve employee 
experience with mobile, 
digital workplaces
Known by its German acronym BVB, Basler Verkehrs-Betriebe 
located in the Swiss city of Basle are keen to stay abreast of 
digitalization. That involves implementing and optimizing digital 
workplaces throughout the company, but especially for its bus and 
tram drivers. Administering the many different devices that drivers 
need demands considerable expertise and is very time-consuming, 
especially as security must also be guaranteed. VMware 
Workspace ONE gives BVB a seamless, end-to-end digital 
workplace solution. Personalized iPads with built-in security 
features now enable drivers to access internal applications and 
documents such as timetables. BVB is reaping the rewards in the 
form of greater efficiency, better security and a superior employee 
experience.

Sustainable mobility through public transport 
Basler Verkehrs-Betriebe – the largest partner to the North-Western Switzerland Tariff 
Association (TNW) – are responsible for local public transport in the Basle area. It carries 
nearly 127 million passengers a year, which works out at about 348,000 people a day. That 
takes a lot of drivers off local roads, contributing to a better quality of life, effective 
protection of the environment and sustainable local public transport. BVB’s first battery 
operated electric bus recently laid the foundation for an innovative and sustainable future 

https://www.bvb.ch/en/
http://www.g-linq.nl
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Passengers these days generally have much higher expectations 
of public transport, above all with regard to customer service and 
sustainability. Emobility is likewise of pivotal importance in the 
local public transport space. Last year, BVB therefore introduced 
its first fully battery-powered ebus, laying the foundation for 
sustainable emobility solutions in public transport. The new ebus 
has been in service carrying passengers around Basle since 
February 2019.

Company-owned, but privately usable mobile 
devices 
To make it as easy as possible for bus and tram drivers to access 
the company’s internal applications and documents, BVB 
implemented VMware Workspace ONE together with the 
partner JevoTrust Management AG in a hybrid SaaS environment 
based on VMware vSphere. “As a result, BVB can supply its 
drivers with company-owned mobile devices that they can also 
use for private purposes”, says Robert Jenni, Managing Director 
at JevoTrust Management AG. iPads thus let drivers access 
internal applications and documents such as timetables and duty 
rosters. 

BVB uses Content Manager, Web Browser and Boxer as its main 
VMware Workspace ONE applications, although more will follow 
once these have been rolled out in full. BVB currently has more 
than 1,200 Workspace ONE licenses, of which between 850 and 
900 are used by end users. “One highlight in our collaboration 
with VMware and JevoTrust was fast implementation,” says a 
clearly delighted Rosario Vassallo. “We were able to implement 
Workspace ONE – a crucial step for us in the direction of digital 
workplaces – in just three weeks.”

For BVB, it was important to supply employees with devices that 
were open enough to maximize individual and personal 
configuration options. Transportation employees are given the 
option of setting up and activating the iPads themselves. When a 
device is switched on, it identifies itself as a company-owned 
iPad and requests entry of a username and PIN to ensure that 
only suitably authorized persons can access internal applications 
and documents. “One critical factor for us was allowing staff to 
use these devices for their own individual needs too,” Vassallo 
explains. “So we needed devices that belong to the company but 
can also be used privately.” Even employees’ family members 

mobility concept. BVB is a public-law company since 2006 
owned by the Canton of Basel-Stadt. Its more than 1,300 
employees in general, and its bus and tram drivers in particular, 
need to be able to access important internal documents at any 
time and from any place securely. 

Enormous administrative effort due to large 
number of devices 
Since sustainability is a topic of vital importance to the BVB, it 
faces the challenge of making public transport as attractive as 
possible for local residents and tourists in Basle and thereby 
reducing the number of cars on the roads. The idea is that 
increasing satisfaction levels will drive up passenger numbers as 
digital services are improved and expanded. For these reasons, it 
is crucial to design operational bus and tram processes that run 
as smoothly as possible. Punctuality and cost efficiency play key 
roles in this equation. 

Bus and tram drivers need fast and simple access to duty rosters 
and timetables. This critical information must always be at their 
fingertips if digital processes are to be optimized. However, 
realizing this goal involves a huge amount of administration for 
mobile devices and requires a no-gaps security strategy. In the 
past, BVB found it very challenging indeed to manage and 
administer a wide range of mobile devices. Now, the company 
wants to give its staff an extremely simple digital workplace 
concept that is intuitively accessible to employees of any age, 
irrespective of their digital skills. “Our bus and tram drivers are at 
the core of what BVB does. Without them, public transport in 
Basle could never run smoothly and punctually,” says Rosario 
Vassallo, ICT Project Manager at BVB. “That’s why we have to 
give them the chance to access internal applications and 
documents – especially timetables – as flexibly and conveniently 
as possible.” 
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“Thanks to VMware Workspace ONE, our 
transportation employees are enjoying a 
better employee experience and their 
productivity has improved.”

ROSARIO VASSALLO 
ICT PROJECT MANAGER 
BASLER VERKEHRS-BETRIEBE



can use the iPads – albeit without access to internal information.

React faster, more flexibly and more reliably to 
plan changes  
“Thanks to VMware Workspace ONE, our transportation 
employees are enjoying a better employee experience and their 
productivity has improved: They can now access information 
faster, more conveniently and more flexibly – and respond 
accordingly”, Vassallo says. The platform also gives BVB the 
benefit of an integrated Zero Trust security concept that 
operates in the background and is effectively invisible to users, 
who thus experience no restrictions. Users authenticate 
themselves and sign on with a fingerprint, which is  faster and 

easier. In addition, remote access to devices has reduced the 
number of inquiries placed with the help desk and accelerated 
troubleshooting. Generally speaking, having iPads available 
makes everything simpler: Transportation employees equipped 
with tablets are more flexible and can respond more quickly to 
changes in duty rosters and timetables. Better still, being able to 
use the devices for private purposes gives transportation 
employees an added benefit and even greater flexibility. Thanks 
to the partnership with JevoTrust Management AG, it is the 
customers – the passengers who travel with BVB – who will 
reap the rewards. 

At the same time, the new platform for mobile workplaces 
makes BVB more attractive as an employer and simplifies the 
process of onboarding new recruits. All in all, the transportation 
employees could not be happier: “The tablets are incredibly 
user-friendly,” says one BVB bus driver. “Above all, the IT does 
all kinds of things in the background, without hindering the 
routine things you need every day. The processes all work 
smoothly.” 

“We chose VMware fairly quickly,” says Rosario Vassallo. “The 
possibilities offered by VMware Workspace ONE convinced us 
immediately.” Since Vassallo’s IT department is fairly small and 
has limited capacity, implementing Workspace ONE proved to 
be the best strategy for the fast, stable implementation of digital 
workplaces.

Drivers of buses and trams in the city of 
Basle must be able to react flexibly to 
changes in timetables. Thanks to @VMware, 
the drivers of the @BVB_Leitstelle can 
retrieve them easily and straightforwardly 
via new #Tablets. #VMware         
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Looking ahead
“The roll-out of VMware Workspace ONE is finished. We are 
going to take a closer look at Workspace ONE’s comprehensive 
portfolio of applications in order to further expand our 
company’s digital workspace,” Vassallo continues. BVB is also 
planning to include smartphones in its array of mobile devices to 
give employees even greater flexibility. The wider aim is to 
consolidate all devices, including Android devices. Going 
forward, the number of licenses is to be doubled to around 
2,200. “We would be very happy to implement another project 
with VMware in the future,” Vassallo states. Be that as it may: 
For now, the new digital workplace solution leaves BVB well 
equipped for the digital future of local public transport, 
complete with e-vehicles and modern customer service.


